Enhanced Ductility in Ultrafine-Grained Al Alloys Produced by SPD Techniques
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Abstract. In this work ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure was successfully produced in the commercial Al 6061 and Al-30\%Zn alloys using new modifications of two severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques, namely equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) with parallel channels (PC) and high pressure torsion (HPT) with enhanced load. Variation of SPD processing regimes made it possible not only to perform strong grain refinement but also to modify the phase composition through the formation of grain boundary (GB) segregations and precipitations. This enabled to achieve a unique combination of high strength and ductility in the Al 6061 alloy and demonstrate super-ductility in the Al-30\%Zn alloy, when elongation to failure exceeded 150\% at room temperature.

Introduction

Fabrication of ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals and alloys by SPD processing has become a well-known direction in modern materials science [1-4]. These works started in the early 90-s with two techniques: equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) and high pressure torsion (HPT) [5], have been developed intensively last decade in connection with creation of principles of materials nanostructuring for advanced properties and elaboration of more effective SPD techniques [6]. Concerning mechanical properties [4,6], SPD drastically increases the strength of metals and alloys by decreasing their grain size into nanometer region. However, the ductility of such materials remains typically low. Therefore, to ensure simultaneously the high strength and high ductility of nanostructured metals is an important challenge for their advanced structural application. To date, a number of procedures and strategies were suggested to enhance ductility of nanostructured metals by keeping high strength. These approaches apply the formation of bimodal structures [7], introduction of second phases or twin boundaries into the nanostructured matrix [8] and GB engineering [9,10], i.e. control of UFG materials properties through tailoring specific interfaces by variation of SPD processing regimes and routes. In this work we succeeded to increase the room-temperature ductility of the SPD-processed Al-based alloys using this approach of GB engineering applying new modifications of two SPD techniques, namely ECAP-PC [6,11], and HPT with enhanced load [12].

Experimental Procedure

The investigations were conducted on two Al alloys – Al 6061 and Al-30\%Zn. A commercial 6061 aluminum alloy (0.80Mg-0.41Si-0.12Cu-0.03Mn-0.02Ti-0.22Fe-balance Al (wt.\%)) was used
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in a cast condition. The alloy under investigation was characterized by lower level of alloying elements (Si and Mg), comparing to traditional Al 6061 alloy [13]. Before SPD treatment, initial samples were subjected to solid solution treatment for 5 hours at 530°C with the following water quenching.

The Al-based alloy with 30 wt.% Zn was used after homogenization annealing, the microstructure contained equiaxial solid solution grains with a mean size about 65 µm.

The principles of ECAP PC are shown in Fig. 1 [6,11]. A distinctive feature of the ECAP-PC is that during a single processing pass, two distinct shearing events take place: shear in two deformation zones subsequently corresponding to two subsequent channels intersections in the die-set (Fig. 1 a,b).

![Fig. 1. The principles of ECAP-PC: d – diameter of the channel; K – is the distance between the axes of parallel channels; Ф – is the angle of intersection between the parallel channels and the channel joining them (a), route of 6061 alloy sample processing by ECAP-PC method (b).](image)

The value of the displacement between the two channels, K, and the angle of intersection of the two channels Ф, are the main parameters of the die geometry, which influence both the flow pattern and the strain-stress state of the ECAP process. It has been established by computer simulation, that the optimal value of these parameters leading to the largest strain homogeneity are Ф = 100° and K = d, where d is the channel diameter [11]. Under these conditions, the accumulate strain for one pass is approximately equal to 2. The simulation results have been confirmed experimentally using a grid method. Furthermore, the studies showed that the deformation pattern realized in ECAP-PC die-set optimal geometry makes the structure homogeneous along the length of the bulk sample including up to the ends (the material utilization ratio is higher than 90 %).

Rods of 6061 Al alloy with the diameter of 18 mm and 100 mm length were subjected to ECAP-PC at 100°C, since the temperature provides significant grain refinement, preserving the facility for its further strengthening by subsequent aging at 160-175°C.

Vickers hardness (HV) was measured using a Micromet -5101 microindentation tester with a load of 200g for 15 s. In order to receive reliable results, each sample was measured more than 10 times.

Tensile tests at room temperature were performed on Instron 1185 at a strain rate of 5 x 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹. Mechanical properties were measured by at least 2 specimens with gage length 15 mm and diameter of 3 mm. Tensile specimens were cut of parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ECAP-processed material.

The structural characterization by TEM was performed in JEM-100B and JEOL-2000 EX electron microscopes using dark and bright fields. Average grain size was estimated from more than 250 grains measurement.
As for the Al-30%Zn alloy, after SPD processing by high pressure torsion the Al-based solid solution completely dissolved (XRD-spectra contained only the peaks of pure Al and Zn) [14]. The alloy was prepared of high purity components (5N5 Al and 5N Zn) by vacuum induction melting. As-cast disks of $\varnothing$ 20 mm of these alloys obtained after grinding, sawing and chemical etching were first homogenized at 500°C during 5 h and then subjected to HPT at room temperature under the pressure of 6 GPa. The processing was carried out with the new modified HPT equipment with increased load capacity up to 2 MN [12,15] that enables to process metallic disc samples with the diameter up to 20 mm and a thickness of 0.8 mm. After HPT of the homogenized samples, the central (low-deformed) part of each disk (about 5 mm in diameter) was excluded from further investigations [15]. The samples for structural investigations were cut from the HPT-processed disks at a distance of 5 mm from the sample centre. TEM investigations have been carried out in a JEOL-2000EX microscope at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. X-ray phase analysis was performed using a Pan Analytical X'Pert (Philips) diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano geometry with Cu Ka radiation and a position-sensitive detector (Philips X'Cellerator). The peak profiles fitted by the Profit (Philips) software were used for lattice parameter estimation. The mechanical tensile tests at room temperature were performed at the strain rates of $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. The testing conditions (temperature, strain rate, load) were controlled by the computer software with accuracy of 2-3 %. The strength characteristics (yield strength $\sigma_{0.2}$ and ultimate strength $\sigma_B$) and ductility (relative elongation to failure $\delta$) were determined from the results of the tests of non less than three samples with gage part dimensions of 1.2 x 1.0 x 0.4 mm.

**Results and Discussions**

The Al 6061 alloy. Observations by TEM showed that mainly subgrain structure of a lamellar type with clear orientation to shear plane was formed after ECAP-PC thorough one pass at 100°C (Fig. 2a). The mean cross subgrain size comprised 400 nm and longitudinal one made up 1200 nm correspondingly. Electron diffraction patterns prove subgrain structure formation with mainly low-angle grain boundary misorientations (Fig. 2b).

![Fig. 2](image)

Fig. 2. Microstructure of Al 6061 alloy after ECAP-PC through one pass: dark field (a), SAED pattern (b).

After ECAP-PC through the second pass at the same temperature the structure changed significantly (Fig. 3). Fragmentation by means of cross-subboundary formation can be seen in elongated subgrains formed after ECAP-PC through 1 pass (Fig. 3 a,b). The electron diffraction patterns of...
these areas are similar to that received after 1 ECAP pass and testify also to subgrain structure formation with mostly low-angle grain boundary misorientations (Fig. 3c). Separate areas (with a volume fraction of around ~ 30 %) of equi-axed grains of about 500 nm in size are observed as well in the structure along with subgrain fragmentation (Fig. 3 d,e).

Fig. 3. Microstructure of the alloy after ECAP-PC through 2 passes: subgrain fragmentation (а, b), grain structure (d, e –bright and dark fields) SAED patterns (с, f).

The electron diffraction pattern (Fig. 3f) represents numerous spots distributed uniformly over the circles. This evidences of the formation of the UFG structure of a granular type with mostly high-angle grain boundaries at the areas.

The UFG structure formed after ECAP-PC through 4 passes is also of granular type in the longitudinal section (Fig. 4 a,b) as well as in the cross-section of the sample (Fig. 4 d). The electron diffraction pattern testifies to the granular structure with mainly high-angle grain boundary misorientations (Fig. 4 c). Besides, secondary phase dispersive precipitates of less than 10 nm in size were found in the alloy UFG structure after ECAP-PC (Fig. 4, A and B areas). According to the results [16,17] dealing with 6061 Al alloy processing by conventional ECAP, these dispersive precipitates represent Mg2Si particles. These precipitates testify to the UFG structure formation being accompanied by dynamic aging at ECAP-PC through 4 passes. As the precipitates were not
found after the ECAP-PC through 1 and 2 passes, we can suggest that they are absent in these states, or their size was quite small and required investigations by high-resolution electron microscopy. It should be also noted that there were more lattice dislocations in the structure after 1 and/or 2 passes (Fig. 2 and 3) when compared to the structure formed in the material after 4 passes (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Microstructure of the alloy after ECAP-PC through 4 passes in the longitudinal section of the sample (a,b), in the cross-section of the sample (disperse particles of Mg₂Si phase precipitated during the processing -areas A and B) (d), SAED pattern (c).

Mechanical properties of 6061 alloy after ECAP-PC through 1, 2 and 4 passes are presented in Fig. 5 and Table 1. The data can be compared with that of the same alloy after conventional T6 treatment (quenching at 535°C and subsequent artificial aging at 160°C for 12 hours).

The results correlate closely to the evolution of the microstructure revealed (Fig. 2-4). The formed substructure (Fig. 2) with a high density of lattice dislocations provides significant increase in strength after ECAP-PC through 1 pass, but its ductility is low enough and elongation to failure comprised ~ 6.5 %. The formation of the UFG structure of a combined type containing grains and subgrains (Fig. 3) in the billets after ECAP-PC through 2 passes provides some increase in both strength and ductility up to ~ 8 % (Table 1). At the same time the homogeneous UFG structure (Fig. 4) formed after ECAP-PC through 4 passes leads to insignificant loss in strength. However, its
ductility increases by two times and its elongation reaches ~ 20 %. Herewith, the UFG alloy demonstrates considerable uniform elongation which makes up ~ 9 %. Such a high value, which comprises ~ 40–45 % from total elongation, shows that the alloy with UFG structure has a potential to display enhanced fatigue [6,18].

Fig. 5. The engineering stress-strain curves of the 6061 Al alloy at room temperature after ECAP-PC processing and convention heat-treatment (T6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>UTS, MPa</th>
<th>YS, MPa</th>
<th>El., %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECAP-PC at 100°C, 1 pass</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAP-PC at 100°C, 2 passes</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAP-PC at 100°C, 4 passes</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the 6061 Al alloy at room temperature after ECAP-PC at 100°C.

Thus, the analysis of structural changes in the alloy 6061 after ECAP-PC at 100° C proves that the ECAP-PC technique makes it possible to produce a homogeneous UFG structure in a cast alloy after 4 passes in comparison with 8-10 passes in conventional ECAP [6,16], in other words, using of ECAP-PC can decrease the number of passes in 2-3 times under nearly the same processing conditions. Another advantage of the pressing is significant increase in the volume of UFG structure in a billet processed: about 85-90 % compared to 50-60 % after conventional ECAP. This can be of special interest for the process industrial application.
Regarding UFG structure formation in the alloy, an important feature of ECAP-PC is producing of practically equiaxed UFG structure already after 2 passes (Fig. 3), though the grains observed after the first pass were of elongated laminar structure (Fig. 2a). Gradual transformation of the grains to equiaxed ones is typical also of conventional ECAP [16]. At the same time, the present work proves the connection of this transformation with the formation of low-angle subgrain boundaries inside the elongated grains (Fig. 3a) and their following arrangement to high angle boundaries of the equiaxed UFG structure. Similar evolution of nanostructure during SPD processing has been discussed elsewhere [19].

One more effect revealed in the alloy after 4 passes is the formation of highly-disperse precipitations of the second phase, obviously, the particle of Mg2Si phase. The formation of such particles evidences dynamic aging, which was observed recently in 6061 alloy after conventional ECAP [16,17]. However, this time the aging occurs at a low temperature (100°C) and aging time less than 10 minutes, which is considerably lower, than 175°C, 8 hours of the peak aging condition (T6) for a 6061 alloy [16]. Such an acceleration of aging kinetics can result from high vacancy concentration during processing. Recent “in situ” HPT experiments in synchrotron beamline showed [20] that excess vacancy concentration can reach $10^5$, which is near to equilibrium concentration at melting temperature point. Besides, 3D atom probe applied to the alloy showed the formation of alloying elements segregations after HPT even at room temperature [21]. Such segregations appear to be the second phase precipitations at the subsequent deformation. Thus, aging processes are more rapid at ECAP-PC, which can influence the alloy’s mechanical behavior.

It is well-known, that ECAP-PC processing significantly increases the strength, but reduces ductility. The Al 6061 alloy after ECAP-PC through 1 and 2 passes behaved in accordance with this rule. However, it showed considerable increase in ductility with the small reduction of strength (to 30-40 MPa) after ECAP-PC through 4 passes. Such extraordinary combination of high strength and high ductility of UFG Al alloy was also observed recently [8,22-24]. This attractive mechanical behavior can be caused by either formation of UFG structure with high-angle grain boundaries capable to grain boundary sliding [23], or difficulty in strain localization due to the presence of disperse particles [8]. We are planning to study the phenomenon in detail in our ongoing research.

The Al-30%Zn alloy. The microstructure after HPT contains equiaxial ultrafine Al grains with the size about 380 nm (see TEM micrograph in Fig. 6a). Smaller (50 to 150 nm) Zn grains are located in the triple junctions of Al GBs (Fig. 6b) [15]. Slight amount of very fine Zn grains (grain size of 5 to 15 nm) is also present inside the Al-grains. XRD peaks of Al revealed rather low microstrain contribution into peak broadening. The analysis of Al peak broadening proved the microstrain level of $0.010 \pm 0.002 \%$. XRD also allowed estimating the dislocation density of about $10^{12} \text{m}^{-2}$. This value correlates well with TEM data showing that the Al-grains are almost free from the lattice dislocations (Fig. 6). The evolution of microstructure of the studied alloy correlates with its microhardness. It is 970 MPa in the as-cast state and increased up to 1670 MPa after homogenization and quenching. This increase was driven by the formation of the supersaturated Zn-rich Al-based solid solution. HPT resulted in the drastic softening of the samples down to 490 MPa due to the full decomposition of the Zn-reach Al-based solid solution during HPT. Similar HPT-driven softening was already observed in the as-cast Al–Zn alloys [14].

The obtained dependences of flow stress, $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, on the elongation to failure, $\delta$, for various strain rates, $\dot{\varepsilon}$, are shown in Fig. 7a. The dependence of flow stress, $\sigma$, on the strain rate, $\dot{\varepsilon}$, is shown in Fig. 7b. The values of strain rate sensitivity, $m$, are also given in Fig. 7b. The studied HPT-deformed ultrafine-grained Al alloy demonstrates the ductility which is unusually high for the room temperature. The maximal elongation-to-failure of about 160% was reached by $\dot{\varepsilon} = 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1}$. The value $\sigma_{\text{max}}(\dot{\varepsilon})$ increases monotonically with increasing $\dot{\varepsilon}$. The strain rate sensitivity observed for $\dot{\varepsilon}$ between $10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$ and $10^{-4} \text{s}^{-1}$ is extremely high: $m = 0.24$ to 0.29. Such $m$ values are close to ones typical for the superplastic behavior and were usually observed only at high temperatures above 0.5 $T_{\text{m}}$ ($T_{\text{m}}$ being the melting temperature) [25]. The observed $\delta$ and $m$ values reveal that the studied
material becomes superductile at room temperature. Such behavior was never observed before in the Al-based alloys at room temperature.

Fig. 6. Microstructure of the Al-30Zn alloy formed in the billet processed by HPT (a), and Zn-phase precipitations at triple junction and inside the Al grains (b).

Why does the studied UFG Al–Zn alloy become super-ductile at ambient temperature, and other Al-based alloys (including pure Al) do not? We suppose that the reason for this phenomenon is appearance of the thin layers of the Zn-rich grain boundary phase resulting in enhanced GB sliding. Thus, the state with high ductility can correspond to the UFG structure with high amount of (Al)/(Al) GBs wetted (covered) by Zn layers. This structure results from the so-called GB wetting phase transition. GB wetting phase transformation proceeds at the temperature $T_{wGB}$ where GB energy in $\sigma_{GB}$ becomes higher than the energy of two solid/liquid interfaces $2\sigma_{SL}$ or two solid/solid interfaces $2\sigma_{SS}$ [26-29]. From the bulk Al–Zn phase diagram it appears that the Al–Zn system belongs to the “classical” Cahn’s systems with a critical point for a binary solution [26,30-32]. Both GB wetting by solid and liquid phases is possible in the Al–Zn system due to the rather low energy of Al/Zn interfaces [33,34]. In other words, all Al/Al GBs at room temperature have to be covered by a layer of Zn. This layer may be rather thin depending on the Zn content and the time for equilibration. Moreover, during SPD processing leading to formation of ultrafine grains vacancy concentration and diffusion coefficient increase by 4-5 times and GB energy grows considerably (by 70-80%) due to the appearance of excess defect density [20], which also contributes to the formation of thin boundary Zn layer in the UFG Al–30 wt. % Zn alloy, “lubricating” GBs. It is not easy to observe the thin GB films [29,32], and our separate future work will be devoted to their structural observation.
The idea of the “lubricating” Zn GB layers in Al-alloys is supported also by the estimations of GB sliding input into total ductility. GB sliding is known to be the deformation mechanism which is typically responsible for the enhanced strain rate sensitivity and leads, in turn, to the structural superplasticity in fine-grained materials. The constitutive relationship for grain boundary sliding can be written as [25]:

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = A \left( \frac{D}{kT} \right) \left( \frac{\sigma}{G} \right)^n \left( \frac{b}{d} \right)^p,
\]

where \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate, \( D \) is the appropriate temperature dependent diffusivity, \( A \) is a dimensionless mechanism-dependent constant, \( G \) is the shear modulus, \( b \) is the Burgers vector, \( n = m^{-1} \) is the stress exponent, and \( p \) is the grain size exponent for the given grain size \( d \).

Unlike most superplastic materials, where strain rate sensitivity \( m \) is around 0.5 and observed at elevated temperatures (\( \geq 0.5 \, T_m \)), the \( m \) value for the studied superductile Al–30 wt. % Zn alloy is only 0.24 for elongation of 160%. In this case the apparent stress exponent is not \( n = 2 \) (as typically), but \( n = 4 \). Substituting further \( \sigma = 100 \, MPa \), \( \dot{\varepsilon} = 2.5\times10^{-4} \, s^{-1} \), \( d = 380 \, nm \), \( p = 2 \) and \( A = 1.5\times10^{-3} \) [35] into equation (1), an agreement with experimental data is achieved for \( D = 7\times10^{-16} \, m^{-2} s^{-1} \). The value of \( D \) indicates, that some kind of diffusion process controls the steady-state deformation (i.e. bulk or GB diffusion).

What does it mean that \( D = 7\times10^{-16} \, m^{-2} s^{-1} \) in our case, i.e. which process controls the ductile behaviour of the UFG Al–30 wt. % Zn alloy at room temperature? The extrapolation of bulk values to 300K gives for self-diffusion in Al \( D = 10^{-20} \, m^{-2} s^{-1} \), for Zn diffusion in Al \( D = 10^{-24} \, m^{-2} s^{-1} \) and
self-diffusion in Zn $D = 10^{-21} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [36]. These values permit to completely exclude the bulk diffusion as possible mechanism for the observed plastic behaviour. In case of GB diffusion, the extrapolation of Al self-diffusion along Al/Al GBs to room temperature gives the value of $D_b = 10^{-19} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [36,37]. However $D_b$ (Zn) measured along Al/Al GBs at room temperature is about $D_b = 10^{-15} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [36,37]. These data excellently correlate with $D$ estimation from Eq. (1). It means that the observed superductile behaviour at room temperature in the UFG Al–30 wt. % Zn alloy is controlled by the GB sliding and Zn diffusion along the Al/Al GBs. The diffusion coefficient of Zn along Zn/Zn GBs at 300K is about $D = 10^{-13} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ [36,37]. It means that if Zn completely wets the Al GBs during grain refinement by SPD processing, the Zn layer would “lubricate” GB providing easier GB sliding and enhancing ductility. This idea permits us to propose the way, how to reach the combination of high strength and ductility using the GB wetting transitions in ultrafine-grained alloys. The high strength would be ensured by the ultrafine matrix grains of component A with high melting temperature. The high ductility would be ensured by the thin equilibrium wetting layers of component B with lower melting temperature along A/A grains.

Conclusions

Thus, in the present paper we successfully demonstrated the possibility to enhance ductility of UFG Al alloys through GB engineering by modification of two SPD techniques, namely ECAP-PC and HPT with increased load. The data obtained show that the formation of high-angle grain boundaries and enhanced GB diffusion provide conditions for GB sliding and might be efficiently used for the control of mechanical properties of UFG Al alloys. However, the concept of GB engineering calls for further investigations aimed at its development and in the first place, establishment of GB atomic structure features in SPD-processed materials and their behavior in deformation processes.
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